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Learning Management System Launch
An excellent way to deliver
online training!
We are happy to announce the launch of
our new Learning Management System on
January 31st, 2021.
In today’s working world, a Learning
Management System (LMS) is a significant
part of any company’s learning and development
strategy. We are populating the LMS with
eLearning content and training that supports
your business as well as employee growth and
development.
The LMS portal has training content in the
areas of TRIP, NIMS, SHRP2, Managed
Lanes, HERO, CHAMP, SSPIA, TMC, TIM,
professional development training, and a whole
lot more. These will be readily accessible to you
by a quick login to the LMS platform after your
user profile has been created.
You can seamlessly access the LMS through
the Time Task Force website by clicking on the
“E-Learning” tab in the learning center section.
Are you out in the field? We have you covered
with our intuitive “GO. Learn” mobile app.
Simply download the GO. Learn App via your
IOS or Android device and you will be off to a
great and continuous learning experience.
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Benefits of the LMS
 1. Saves time and money

 4. Evaluations

The use of LMS to create, manage, and carry
out educational and training programs saves
businesses hours of travel time for training
sessions, stays in hotels, etc. Online classrooms
allow simultaneous training of people studying
from different geographical locations, and these
courses can be used again and again with new
groups of learners.

Individual user profiles and user IDs can
be created without the need for additional
installations and can function simultaneously
with web access. The possibilities are endless
and also includes feedback evaluations and
surveys.

 5. Up-to-date / immediate content
LMS allows administrators instant access to
update the content of courses, add materials,
and resources for participants for immediate
access.

 2. Efficient management
Allows for efficient management of
registrations/sign ups, and creation of groups
and courses. It is a powerful tool that allows
creation and management of content and
subjects in a simple and intuitive way.
Participants can upload and share and work or
projects with their teachers and fellow learners,
which in turn is stored in a database.

 6. Advanced reporting
Allows creation, personalization, and download
of detailed reports outlining the progress of
learners, groups, completion of work, time
taken etc., which allows easy evaluation of
progress either as a group or individually.

 3. Easy access to information

 7. Multimedia and mobile learning

All of the information is structured in an
organized way in the same place, making it
accessible to all users. Courses, calendars,
multimedia content, archives, and evaluations
are accessible in just one click. All learners have
access to learning content and materials at
any time and from any place where they have
internet access.

Learning content is comprehensive, user
friendly, and practical – using video, images,
audio, and text that all serve as great tools in
learning new skills or information. Users can
access learning content using any mobile device
including Android or IOS cell phones.

Register via email – TIM_Training@dot.ga.gov
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